
                                              
 
3-8 November 2017 
PERMANENZA | TEMPORANEITÀ 
Environmental technological requalification and transformation of an existing 
building 
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP 
 
The workshop is organized in partnership with the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de 
Montpellier (ENSAM) and aims at the collaboration between 22 french students and an equal 
number of  italians and international students (ERASMUS and Extra-european students). 
 
The broad cultural interchange represents an opportunity to test and merge the environmental 
analysis approach developed by the French Master course Architecture et Milieux with a context 
characterized by historical emergencies and urban complexity, as the Roman milieu is.  
 
The students will work in mixed groups of three to realize a project of transformation and technological 
and environmental requalification of a building placed in Via Osoppo, Roma. The area has recently 
been re-designed by a project made by the studio, to host a new campus with services for the 
Sapienza University. The project has been financed by the European Investment Bank (BEI).  
 
The call is open to 22 students from the faculty  of architecture La Sapienza, ERASMUS and 
extra-european students included. 
 
The workshop will be held in English and French. 
It will provide 4 ECTS. 
 
To apply for the selection it is required to send an email to Diana Ferro 
(ferro.1584367@studenti.uniroma1.it ) and as a copy to professor Carola Clemente ( 
carola.clemente@uniroma1.it ) until (and not after) the 1st November 2017 with the following 
documents (pdf files): 
- Personal details: copy of a valid ID, student ID number, email and telephone number 
- Copy of the arrival certificate (Erasmus) 
- Documents and/or auto-certificate attesting a certain level of experience in english or french 
language  
 
Eligibility of Applicants 
- to be enrolled in the academic year 2017/2018; 
- to be regularly enrolled in the IV year onwards of the 5 year course of architecture Sapienza or in the 
Architecture faculty Sapienza’s Master courses; 
- to be regularly enrolled in the IV year architecture course onwards of the sending university 
(Erasmus students and extra european students only); 
- knowledge of English and/or French language. 
 
Selection criteria 
The number of erasmus students will not exceed the 50% of the italian students. 
The selection board will verify in advance if the candidates are in possession of the requirements 
written here above. If the number of valid candidates exceeds the number of possible participants, 
then they will be allowed in order of application date.  
Professors 
Prof. Arch. Rosalba BELIBANI (Sapienza Università di Roma Facoltà di Architettura); 
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Prof. Arch. Carola CLEMENTE (Sapienza Università di Roma Facoltà di Architettura); 
Prof. Arch. Alfonso GIANCOTTI (Sapienza Università di Roma Facoltà di Architettura); 
 
Prof. Arch. Jean Luc LAURIOL (Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de Montpellier); 
Prof. Eng. Robert CELAIRE (Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de Montpellier); 
Prof. Arch. Vinicius RADUCANU (Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de Montpellier); 
Prof. Eng. William MARTIN (Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de Montpellier); 
 
Students referents 
Diana FERRO, Michael Francesco LOMBARDI, Caterina LARATTA, Michela PECORARO, Hugo 
TESSONNIERES 
 
Workshop Timetable  
(It may vary during the workshop) 
 

Day Time Activity 

3 - 11  Venerdì  15:00 - 18:00 Workshop opening and presentation 
Conference 

4 - 11  Sabato 10:00 - 13:00 
15:00 - 18:00 

Design Work 
Site Visit 

5 - 11  Domenica  Visita di Roma 
S.Ivo alla Sapienza - F. Borromini , 1660 
Città Universitaria La Sapienza - M. Piacentini , 
1935 
Ara Pacis Museum - R. Meier , 2006 
Pantheon, 27 a.C 

6 - 11  Lunedì 10:00 - 13:00 
15:00 - 18:00 

Design Work + Conference 
Design Work 

7 - 11  Martedì  10:00 - 13:00 
15:00 - 18:00 

Design Work 
Design Work 

8 - 11  Mercoledì 10:00 - 13:00 
15:00 - 18:00 
20:30  

Design Work 
Final Presentation 
Final Dinner 
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